June 27, 2022

JUNE 2022 MARINE
SOFTWARE UPDATE

PRODUCT UPDATE

In an ongoing effort to improve our products and provide enhanced features to existing users, we are excited to announce the Q3 2022 marine software update.
The update provides improved functionality and new features throughout our marine systems.
For a free download of the software update, visit Garmin.com, or tap on the My Marine Devices option from the ActiveCaptain® app. To purchase the update on
a preloaded data card shipped directly from Garmin, visit Garmin.com for more information.
For the most up-to-date chart data available, visit our Chart Update Page or marinesupport.garmin.com to find information on updating your device’s charts, or
tap the Download Charts option from the ActiveCaptain app to see what’s available. For other options and more information on available marine charts, visit
our Marine Charts and Maps webpage.
Please see below for a few featured highlights found in the update as well as a detailed reference table at the end of the document.

New Fusion® User Interface
An updated Fusion user interface will be streamlined to match user interface on Fusion radios for a more consistent experience for the consumer.
This update will add the “home zone” feature. In a boat with multiple sets of speakers, the home zone is the set of speakers you can hear when you are standing
at a specific chartplotter. During the installation process, you set the home zone, and from that point on, the chartplotter assumes that zone is the one you want to
control. This means only one volume slider or device button will be shown for a more streamlined consumer experience.
The PartyBus™ network feature will be replaced with the Fusion “groups” feature. This allows the user to use the home zone and start a group of radios that all
share a single audio source. You can also tell your home zone to join an existing group. This will let everyone listen to an iPhone® or SiriusXM® source somewhere
else on the boat.
Old
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New Home Zone Screens

New Fusion® Group Screens

2022 Analog Gauge Update
This updates the style of analog gauges used in the GPSMAP® chartplotters.
Old
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STRIKER™ Cast App Map Improvements
The STRIKER Cast map improvements enhance the usability of the STRIKER Cast mobile application for Android™ and iOS. The user will now have a satellite
imagery layer when zooming in close to coastal or river areas where Garmin Quickdraw™ Contours (QDC) software becomes visible.The satellite images will be
visible at closer zoom levels only, while for planisphere zoom level the application will display the basemaps. QDC offset allows the user to adjust for the current
water level, view community contours adjusted for current water level and apply an offset to new recordings if the user knows the lake isn’t at normal levels at the
time of the recording.

ActiveCaptain® App MFD Data Transfer
This feature adds a generic hint to an FAQ page in the chartplotter transfer section.

Mercury® Helm Integration
This feature creates an association between Garmin stations and a helm number. That action is available from the menu of the Mercury gauge page.
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Mercury® Steering Angle Integration
This update displays the rudder position on the Mercury gauge page if the engine has a steering sensor in it. There are two layouts for it: horizontal and curved.
The layout used is based on the layout of the gauge page; generally, larger layouts use the horizontal, and smaller layouts use the curved.

Mercury Troll Integration

Display the Mercury troll overlay bar, and control the Mercury troll feature when it is supported. The overlay bar will allow the user to lock in an engine speed to
hold and make minor adjustments to that holding speed.

GTB 10 Renaming
The user will be able to change the name of their OnDeck™ Hub from the OnDeck settings in the ActiveCaptain® app. When not connected to the vessel’s Wi-Fi®
connectivity, only the OnDeck name option will be visible. Once the user is connected via Wi-Fi, all other settings will also appear (as was the case until now). The
name of an OnDeck Hub will now also appear in the “My Marine Devices” list beneath the model name.
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Surround View OEM Improvements
This update adds a zoom and pan functionality to bird’s-eye view to allow even better awareness while docking, the ability to switch the stern camera between a
mirrored view and normal view based on user preference and a mirror indicator icon when viewing the stern camera in mirror mode. Zoom and pan settings for all
cameras are now also included and are now saved between power cycles.

ActiveCaptain™ App — Auto Download Chart and Software Updates
With this update, when the mobile app detects that new software for the customer’s marine hardware is available, it will automatically start downloading the new
software package. Then it will be ready to transfer when the customer gets to the boat the next time.

GNX™ Wind Marine Instrument Features
This update enhances the style of analog gauges used in the GNX™ marine instrument products.
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Global Settings Feature
This feature makes access to the settings menu easier and more intuitive for the user.

Autopilot Updates
This update adds the option to toggle between “apparent wind hold” and “true wind hold” autopilot modes quickly and seamlessly on our autopilot products. Now,
users will have the following menu options.

Voice Control — Support for Airpods® from Apple®
With this update, support for AirPods has been added. Voice control is rapidly growing in popularity as voice assistants are making all forms of consumer
electronics easier and safer to use. This software update will allow compatible GPSMAP® chartplotters to support voice control when the user’s compatible
wireless headset or speaker is paired with the voice control bundle.

Compatibility
GPSMAP®
GPSMAP
GPSMAP 8700
8600 (17”–24”) 8600xsv (10”–16”)
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7x2/9x2/12x2
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Autopilot Updates
Voice Control - AirPods

GHC™ 50

x

Auto Downloads

Update
Feature
GTB 10 Renaming
Matrix
Global Settings

GNX™ Wind

x

STRIKER Cast Improvements
Mercury ® Integration

STRIKER™ Cast ActiveCaptain®
App
App

iPhone and AirPods are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iOS is a trademark licensed to Apple, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Sirius, XM and all related marks and
logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc. Android is a trademark of Google LLC. Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.
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